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I. Brief overview of Eu Policies and Funding Frameworks with Southern 
Mediterranean Countries

the 2011 uprisings in the Southern mediterranean have put the region at the forefront of cur-
rent policy developments, questioning their future domestic political systems and, subsequent-
ly, the future of the eU Partnership with its Southern Neighbourhood. Against this backdrop, 
this paper analyses the eU development funding allocated to the region over the past decade 
and provides an insight into the future of the euro-mediterranean Partnership based on the 
results of an opinion survey. the first section reviews the policy and financing frameworks gov-
erning euro-mediterranean relations; section two analyses the results of the euromed Survey 
2010 and provides an insight into the future of the euro-mediterranean Partnership.

1.1 Policy Frameworks and Funding Instruments for Eu Cooperation with the South-
ern Mediterranean before 2007
1.1 .1 1970-1995: The Global Mediterranean Policy and the Renovated Mediterranean Policy
Southern mediterranean countries (Smcs)2 have benefited from eU development assistance 
since the 1970s within different policy frameworks under which a series of bilateral agree-
ments formed the backbone of eU funding to the region. Starting with the Global mediterrane-
an Policy (GmP) in 1972, europe’s Southern Neighbours concluded cooperation agreements 
based on the three pillars of commercial, social and financial cooperation. the latter pillar built 
on financial protocols that specified aid volumes committed to Smcs. Financial and economic 
cooperation took three forms: grants, the european investment Bank (eiB) and the european 
commission (ec) 1% interest rate loans. 

europe’s enlargement to Greece, Portugal and Spain in the 1980s urged a redefinition of 
its relations with Southern Neighbours. the 1990 renovated mediterranean Policy (rmP) 
sought to reinforce the existing frameworks while providing them with narrower objectives and 
strategies. the €2.37 billion allocated for the period 1992-1996 represented an increase of 
40% in commitments compared to the previous policy framework. it was aimed at supporting 
the implementation of the international monetary Fund (imF) and World Bank structural ad-
justment programmes, in particular the development of small- and medium- sized enterprises 
(Smes), and financing regional cooperation initiatives. trade relations were deepened through 
a duty- free access to european markets for agricultural goods in 1993. Support for South-South 
integration stands as the major innovation of the rmP, perceived as a stabilising factor for the 
region and the eU. the initiatives that followed the rmP reaffirmed the importance of regional 
integration with the ambition of creating a euro-mediterranean free trade area. 

1. She is also Director of the mediterranean Prospects Network – medpro, www.medpro-foresight.eu. 
2. the acronym Smc designates Algeria, egypt, israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, morocco, Palestine, Syria, tunisia, and turkey.
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1.1 .2. 1995-2007: The Barcelona Process
in the aftermath of the Gulf War and the signing of the oslo Accords in 1993, the 1995 eu-
romed Partnership went beyond the rmP by attempting to tie europe’s stability wants to Smc 
socioeconomic development needs. in November 1995, the Barcelona ministerial conference 
marked a crucial shift in the way relations were previously structured by engaging Smc foreign 
affairs ministers in the final statement. While the previous approaches considered mediterra-
nean “third countries”, the Barcelona conference which gave birth to the euromed Partnership 
enacted the term of mediterranean partners.3 the Partnership went a step further than other 
initiatives and was built on three pillars: 

  Political cooperation and dialogue with the ultimate goal of achieving a prosperous 
and stable regional ensemble through the adoption by partner countries of measures 
encouraging democratic development and good governance;  
  economic cooperation and regional integration with the aim of achieving a free trade 
area by 2010; 
  Socio-cultural cooperation by developing people-to-people contacts and a vibrant civil 
society through concrete initiatives. 

on institutional grounds the Barcelona Process (BP) revoked the previous cooperation agree-
ments by establishing bilateral Association Agreements (AAs) as the foundation of euro-medi-
terranean relations. AAs are concluded for an unlimited period of time and cover the three 
dimensions of the euromed Partnership with slight differences between countries. Broadly, 
they consist of titles covering trade in goods and services, economic cooperation, social/
cultural cooperation and financial cooperation, the latter category specifying that funds will be 
allocated to help Smcs meeting the objectives set out in the AAs.4 

to achieve the objectives established in the AAs, cooperation initiatives are implemented in 
two steps under the BP. First, country Strategy Papers (cSPs) adopted by the ec and Smcs 
sum up the political and economic situation of the country, give the “eU’s strategic response,” 
and detail the general as well as specific objectives of cooperation. National indicative Pro-
grammes (NiPs) adopted by the ec and Smcs divide these objectives into priorities and 
sub-priorities. to meet the objectives set in the sub-priorities, funds are allocated to specific 
cooperation programmes and some of the latter fund initiatives in the beneficiary countries, 
such as awareness-raising activities and pilot projects. the implementation of regional coope-
ration objectives follows the same steps with regional Strategy Papers (rSPs) and regional 
indicative Programmes (riPs), both documents following the same structure as their national 
counterparts. Under the BP, cSPs/rSPs were drafted for the period 2002-2006. two series 
of NiPs/riPs divide their objectives for the periods 2002-2004 and 2005-2006. 

the BP also institutionalised relations at the regional level by enacting conferences on foreign 
affairs at ministerial level aimed at monitoring the progress achieved in meeting the objectives 
set in the Barcelona Declaration. Several sectoral ministerial conferences were also born un-
der the partnership such as agriculture, water, energy and health to name a few. in addition, 
the euromed committee composed of senior officials of the eU, member States and Smcs 
is responsible for the global administration of the partnership. the euro-mediterranean Par-
liamentary Assembly consisting of parliamentarians originating from the european, member 
States’, and Smcs’ parliaments makes recommendations for the partnership. Furthermore, the 
5+5  dialogue was created in 1990 as an informal structure bringing together foreign affairs 
and/or interior ministers of Spain, France, italy, malta, Portugal, morocco, Algeria, tunisia and 
Libya, mauritania. this structure aims at reinforcing the BP by discussing all the issues affec-
ting it. While the idea dated from the 1980s, the 5+5 dialogue materialised only in 1990. A first 

3. the euromed Partnership/Barcelona Process targets morocco, Algeria, tunisia, egypt, israel, Palestinian Authority, Jordan, 
Lebanon, Syria and turkey.
4. israel is an exception since the eU-israel AA does not contain a title on financial cooperation.
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meeting was held in 1991 but the process stopped until 2001. Several meetings have been 
held since then, the last one in April 2010. 

the euromed Partnership also brought changes on financial grounds by creating the meDA 
(Mesures d’Accompagnement) programme and the FemiP (Facilité Euro-Méditerranéenne 
d’Investissement et de Partenariat), the latter being managed by the eiB. the meDA pro-
gramme revoked the financial protocols used to finance euro-mediterranean cooperation by 
providing financial and technical support to Smcs conditional on the implementation of mu-
tually agreed reforms. contrary to previous provisions, allocations are no longer given on a 
country basis but on a project basis. the meDA programme lasted until the end of 2006 and 
had a total budget of €8.7 billion, split in two programming periods: meDA i, from 1995 to 
1999, with a total budget of €3.43 billion and meDA ii, from 2000 to 2006, with a total budget 
of €5.35 billion.

the FemiP was established in 2002 and aims at improving the region’s private sector and 
Smes’ access to finance. FemiP benefits from a yearly allocation from the eU budget (€32 
million per year for the period 2007-2013) and provided almost €6 billion of loans between 
2002 and 2006. the FemiP manages an additional financial instrument, the FemiP trust Fund 
(FtF). the FtF finances technical assistance and venture capital projects in the Southern 
mediterranean with contributions from the ec and 15 member States. 

1.2. The European Neighbourhood Policy and the European Neighbourhood and 
Partnership Instrument
the eU’s 2004 and 2007 enlargements urged another redefinition of its external policies amid 
fears that eastern neighbours5 attracted increased attention from Brussels to the detriment 
of Smcs. to avoid such a perception among its Southern Partners, the european Neighbour-
hood Policy (eNP) was created in 2007, embracing both eastern and Southern countries. 
the eNP seeks to promote a closer political, economic, social and cultural and scientific 
dialogue while enhancing cross border cooperation and shared responsibility in the areas of 
security, prosperity, justice, regional stability, conflict resolution and prevention. most of these 
objectives are already embedded in the BP and to take into account the heterogeneity of both 
regions as well as their experience in dealing with the Brussels institutions; the eU’s program-
ming of assistance was split into east and South. 

on institutional grounds, the entry into force of the eNP did not modify the structuring of bi-
lateral relations, but on financial grounds it brought important changes for Smcs. While the 
meDA programme targeted them specifically, the newly-born european Neighbourhood and 
Partnership instrument (eNPi) is designed to benefit both regions. in absolute terms, the entry 
into force of the eNPi did not translate into lower commitments to Smcs. Yet prima facie figures 
shade the fact that the eU is increasingly shifting its attention towards its eastern Partners. After 
excluding israel, Lebanon and Palestine,6 average yearly per capita commitments to Smcs are 
lower than commitments to the eastern Neighbourhood by a factor of 3. the table below gives 
the distribution of the eNPi’s commitments to both countries for the period 2007-2009.

5. countries under the eNP are Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Ukraine and moldova, hereafter referred to as “eastern Neighbours”.
6. Both Lebanon and Palestine benefit from important commitments for distress relief, rehabilitation and humanitarian aid.
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Table 1: Country distribution of commitments under the ENPI’s bilateral cooperation for 2007-2009 
(Euros million)

Source: oecD creditor reporting System (crS) and Development Assistance committee (DAc) databases

regional cooperation was not discarded under the eNPi: for the period 2007-2009, commit-
ments to Smcs amounted to a total of €371.4 million. An additional instrument was also cre-
ated: the cross Border cooperation (cBc) programme. the cBc’s objectives are fourfold: the 
promotion of economic development in bordering regions; support for secure and efficient bor-
ders; the promotion of people-to-people contacts; and cooperation in the fields of public health, 
the fight against organised crime, and the environment. the cBc has been allocated a total of 
€1.11 billion for the period 2007-2013, of which €355 million (a share of 31% of the cBc’s 
total budget) are committed to multi-country initiatives for the protection of the mediterranean 
Basin and to morocco and tunisia for border protection programmes with Spain and italy.
 
the entry into force of the eNP created another funding instrument managed by the eiB: the 
Neighbourhood investment Facility (NiF). the NiF aims at supporting investments in infrastruc-
tures as well as in the private sector (with a particular focus on Smes) in both the eastern and 
Southern Neighbourhood. it benefits from a €700 million commitment from the ec and from 
voluntary contributions from 15 member States, the latter amounting to €47 million in 2009. 

ENPI Average per year
Population 

(million, 2009)
Average per year 

per capita

Algeria 146.99 49.00 34.90 1.40

Egypt 428.25 142.75 83.00 1.72

Israel 0.00 0.00 7.44 0.00

Jordan 227.12 75.71 5.95 12.72

Lebanon 206.09 68.70 4.22 16.26

Libya 10.04 3.35 6.42 0.52

Morocco 561.36 187.12 31.99 5.85

occupied Palestinian Territory 1,256.61 418.87 4.04 103.60

Syria 110.86 36.95 21.09 1.75

Tunisia 255.09 85.03 10.43 8.15

Average South 320.24 106.75
209.49 

(total population)
15.20

Average south except Israel, Leba-
non and Palestinian Adm. Areas

248.53 82.84 193.78 4.59

Armenia 187.03 62.34 3.08 20.22

Azerbaijan 89.87 29.96 8.78 3.41

Georgia 474.12 158.04 4.26 37.10

ukraine 677.31 225.77 46.01 4.91

Moldova 305.8 101.93 3.60 28.29

Average East 346.826 115.61 65.74 18.78
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1.3. The union for the Mediterranean 
Since 2008, Smcs have benefited from an additional policy framework, the Union for the 
mediterranean (Ufm) enacted under the French Presidency of the eU. While euro-mediterra-
nean relations have become deeper at each step, eU cooperation and assistance did little to 
enhance the overall economic and social situations of Smcs. two reasons have been advo-
cated by the Ufm’s initiator Nicolas Sarkozy: first, while the eU acts as a unified block, Smcs 
are divided, hence hindering cooperation results. Second, eU initiatives were believed to be 
not visible enough. to tackle these two issues and to revive the optimism under the Barcelona 
Process, in July 2008 euro-mediterranean heads of State created the Barcelona Process: 
Union for the mediterranean. 

While the initiative sought initially to target only european countries bordering the mediterra-
nean, after German criticisms the Ufm was opened to all 27 eU members. the Ufm consists 
of a total of 43 countries gathered around six concrete initiatives:7

  De-pollution of the mediterranean Sea, 
  establishment of maritime and land highways,  
  Joint civil protection programme on prevention, preparation and response to natural and 
man-made disasters;
  mediterranean Solar energy Plan exploring the opportunities for developing solar en-
ergy in the region; 
  euro-mediterranean University, inaugurated in June 2008 and based in Slovenia, and; 
  mediterranean Business Development initiative, supporting companies operating in the 
region through technical assistance and access to finance.

institutionally, the Ufm builds on 2 bodies: the co-Presidency and the General Secretariat. 
the co-Presidency is held by an eU member and a non eU-member country and rotates every 
two years. egypt and France held the co-Presidency until the February 2011 popular uprising 
that led to the ousting of hosni mubarak. Since then, the co-Presidency has been vacant. 
the Ufm’s decisions are taken at the bi-annual summit of heads of State and Government 
as well as during the Annual conference of Foreign Affairs ministers, based on an agenda 
prepared by a conference of senior officials whose headquarters are in Brussels. the General 
Secretariat, based in Barcelona, is responsible for the implementation of policies and projects 
identified and adopted by the Ufm. After two years of delays, the General Secretariat took of-
fice in Barcelona in September 2010. 

on institutional grounds, the Ufm sets ambitious objectives and governance structures to 
advance in regional integration. on financial grounds, two additional instruments were cre-
ated: the inframed and the Faro funds. inframed was launched in may 2010, with contribu-
tions from caisse des Dépôts et des consignations (cDc, France), cassa Depositi e Prestiti 
(cDP, italy), the european investment Bank (eiB), caisse des Dépôts et Garanties (cDG, 
morocco) and eFG hermes (egypt).8 inframed is the first financial facility of the Ufm and aims 
at financing infrastructure projects. its commitments amount to €385 million and are expected 
to increase to €1 billion. the Faro fund was allocated a total of €1 million to fund innovative 
projects on both shores of the mediterranean. Faro is managed by invest in med and provides 
entrepreneurs with seed capital up to €20,000 per project, financing half of its expenses.9

7. in addition to the 27 eU member States, the Ufm brings together: Albania, Algeria, Bosnia and herzegovina, croatia, egypt, 
israel, Jordan, Lebanon, mauritania, monaco, montenegro, morocco, the Palestinian Authority, Syria, tunisia and turkey. Libya 
declined the invitation and has an observer status. 
8. “Lancement du Fonds inframed infrastructure”, http://www.caissedesdepots.fr/actualite/toutes-les-actualites/toutes-les-actuali-
tes-hors-menu/lancement-du-fonds-inframed-infrastructure.html. Last accessed: 17th may 2011.
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II. What Future for Eu Funding in the Southern Mediterranean? 

2.1 The EC’s response to the Arab Spring: “A Partnership for democracy and Shared 
Prosperity”
in line with the uprisings that started to rock the Southern mediterranean in early 2011, it is use-
ful to analyse the ec’s early reactions as far as future directions of oDA are concerned. the 
tunisian, egyptian and Libyan uprisings took many actors and especially the eU by surprise. 
the strength, rapidity and coordination of civil society in overthrowing decades-old autocratic 
regimes demonstrated how impossible it is to continue past policies while ignoring peoples’ 
democratic and socio-economic aspirations. 

the eU’s response to the “Arab Spring” and an embryonic vision of the future of its Neighbour-
hood Policy towards the Southern mediterranean is embedded in the 8th march commission 
communication for “A Partnership for Democracy and Shared Prosperity”. Besides the imme-
diate humanitarian assistance provided “to support democratic transition” in tunisia and later 
egypt, the communication introduces several changes in the way the eU will conduct future 
policies towards the Southern mediterranean. 

First, the eU’s new approach builds more on the principle of “differentiation”. Under this prin-
ciple, the eU will commit more resources to reforming countries. this “incentive based ap-
proach”, under which countries advancing fast in reforms will also translate into resources 
being shifted away from countries retracting from implementation of reforms. At the country 
level, the partnership for democracy and shared prosperity (hereafter referred to as “the part-
nership”) is likely to reinforce the current country-wise patterns of oDA commitments, since up 
to 10th may 2011 only egypt, Jordan, morocco and tunisia have agreed to reform/amend their 
constitutions with a view to increasing political freedom. 

Second, a qualitative change is expected to take place in terms of support for democracy and 
institution building. While the promotion of democratic reforms and good governance ranked 
high in the eU’s approach to relations with the Southern mediterranean, little has been effec-
tively done and the language has failed to translate into concrete initiatives. Since the enact-
ment of the Barcelona Process, oecD DAc data record a mere total commitment for support 
to NGos of €1 million; and a study on democratic reform in morocco states that eU pressure 
to promote democratic reform has been all but effective (Kheeka, et al., 2008). the creation 
of the civil Society and Neighbourhood Facility aimed to be focused on advocacy capacities 
of civil society organisations (cSos); their ability to monitor reform and participate effectively 
in the policy dialogue could potentially reverse past trends. more details as soon as they are 
released will allow further assessment of its effectiveness, especially in light of the existing 
“european instrument for Democracy and human rights”.
 
third, support for economic development is reaffirmed with proposals to increase the eiB’s 
lending mandate and calls on the council to adopt ec proposals on eiB reflows. Under the 
current arrangement, both the eiB and other financial intermediaries are not allowed to re-
invest the funds from previous operations. According to the ec communication, lifting this 
constraint would immediately free €120 million to finance new operations; an amount repre-
senting 32% of the concessional loans issued by the eiB to the region since 1995. moreover, 
the amendment to the mandate of the european Bank for reconstruction and Development 
(eBrD) advocated by the ec to allow the bank to undertake operations in the region would 
make additional resources available to finance operations in the region. the memorandum of 
understanding signed 1st march between the ec, the eiF and the eiB paves the way for the 
eBrD’s positioning in the region. 

9. “Un nouveau soutien pour les projets innovants en UPm: le FAro, fonds d’amorçage et d’orientation”, http://www.lejmed.fr/
Un-nouveau-soutien-pour-les.html. Last accessed: 17th may 2011. 
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Fourth, the ec communication recognises the need to adapt its regional cooperation strategy 
to the current situation prevailing in the region so as to focus on “projects delivering concrete 
benefits in energy, environment, transport, trade and social dialogue.” While the Lisbon treaty 
urges the Union for the mediterranean (Ufm) to reform, a possible approach to grant the in-
stitution a new role could consist of transferring a share of the funds earmarked for regional 
cooperation to the Ufm for the design and implementation of development projects matching 
the objectives of both the BP and eNP (Ayadi and Fanelli, 2011). 

2.2 Public Perceptions of the Future of Euro-Mediterranean relations
Against the backdrop of the profound changes in the eU’s Southern Neighbourhood and 
of the turbulent times in the eurozone, let us now compare the eU’s early initiatives with the 
public perceptions of the euro-mediterranean Partnership and the likely development of euro-
mediterranean relations. the european institute of the mediterranean (iemed) conducts a 
yearly survey to assess the perceptions of the euro-mediterranean Partnership by academics, 
business community members, government officials, and cSo members from both the eU 
and Smcs. By focusing on their perceptions, the euromed Survey is intended to evaluate the 
progress, achievements and shortcomings of euro-mediterranean relations. 

2.2.1 A Need to Reform the ENPI
From the 2010 results, besides the perception of a low likelihood of an increase in commit-
ments to Smcs for the period 2014-2020,10 four main issues emerge as far as current policies 
are concerned. First and foremost, a large majority of respondents to the Survey (70%) ranked 
a review of the current financial instruments and modalities for euro-mediterranean coopera-
tion very necessary.11

Graph 1: Need for a review of the current financial instruments and modalities (regardless of the amount 
allocated) for Euro-Mediterranean cooperation (European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument and 
FEMIP) (%)

Source: compiled by the iemed based on the results of the 2nd euromed Survey
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10. respondents had to assign a 1 to 10 probability to the event of an increase in commitments to Smcs. See annex B.13 for figures. 
11. respondents were asked to make a 1 to 10 ranking, 10 being the most necessary.
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12. See annex B.12 for figures. 
13. According to the ec “macro-regional Strategies in the european Union”, “there is no standard definition for macro-region: the 
term has been used to describe both globally significant groups of nations (the eU, ASeAN etc.) and groupings of administrative 
regions within a country (Australia, romania)”. the definition applied here, developed during the preparation of the european Union 
Strategy for the Baltic Sea region, will be “an area including territory from a number of different countries or regions associated 
with one or more common features or challenges.”

Analysis of open questions show that the eU’s lack of commitment towards genuine good 
governance and democratic reforms is widely criticised, so are the rules governing the proce-
dures for the award of public contracts, believed to be excessively cumbersome, lengthy and 
resulting in the exclusion of aid actors. this can be particularly the case for aid actors with a 
relatively smaller administrative capacity, such as NGos. 

Second, euro-mediterranean actors call on an increased involvement of international financial 
institutions in the region, with many answers to open questions explicitly calling for the crea-
tion of a euro-mediterranean development bank. Such an institution was promoted by French 
President Nicolas Sarkozy in 2010 but divisions between member States and most notably 
from Germany prevented the project from materialising. in this regard, the ec’s proposals on 
the eBrD’s involvement in the region can be interpreted as a step towards meeting the expec-
tations of euro-mediterranean actors. the eBrD’s experience in eastern europe combined 
with the eiB’s practical experience in the region could create scope for enhanced cooperation 
in order to support development in Smcs. moreover, to realise the potential of an increased 
presence of international financial institutions, their experience and product range could be 
expanded and procedures simplified so as to increase the number of potential beneficiaries 
in Smcs. For instance, the eBrD has a particular experience in promoting microcredit in the 
eastern european countries and such an experience can be replicated in the Smcs.

third, a reform of regional cooperation is viewed as a top priority for the respondents to the 
Survey. euro-mediterranean experts were asked to attribute a level of probability and prior-
ity to three prospective new financial instruments.12 the first instrument, the mediterranean 
macro-region, inspired by the eU’s Strategy for the Baltic Sea13 was assigned both a moder-
ate priority and probability, pointing at respondents’ scepticism both towards the instrument’s 
relevance in the mediterranean context and the eU’s willingness to design such an instrument 
for its mediterranean partners. Second, respondents were asked to repeat the same exercise, 
this time devising the Smcs participation in eU structural funds. Underlining stakeholders’ 
feelings about the need for an increased commitment to the region and perhaps the structural 
funds’ success in the neighbourhood, this option was assigned a very high priority as well as 
slightly higher probabilities. however, the most striking feature regarding the prospects for 
future financial instruments resides in the high priority assigned by respondents to a reform of 
the eNPi to finance multilateral projects. 

Graph 2: Level of priority and a level of probability to new financial instruments which could eventually be 
implemented in the Mediterranean 
(average on a scale of 0-10, where 0 stands for less, and 10 for more) 

Source: compiled by the iemed based on the results of the 2nd euromed Survey
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the allocation for regional cooperation since the inception of the BP has totalled €1.54 billion, 
and its share in total commitments to the region by programming period has remained stable 
at around 10%. For the period 2007-2009, funds committed to regional cooperation have to-
talled €371.4 million, of which €96 million were committed to FemiP and around €93 million 
to erasmus mundus and tempus programmes,14 both initiatives representing a total of 50% of 
regional cooperation commitments. the remaining €185 million have been committed to multi-
sector initiatives and cooperation projects in the fields of governance, civil society, transport, 
and energy and environment.15 

Several criticisms can be made of the current framework of regional cooperation. First, the total 
allocation for regional cooperation is dominated by three initiatives, two of which also benefit the 
eastern Neighbourhood countries, hence negatively affecting the visibility of regional coopera-
tion while raising questions about its precise goals. Second, within the eNPi’s regional coop-
eration, cBc programmes of which morocco and tunisia are the main beneficiaries only add 
to the panorama of financial instruments for regional cooperation. third, regional cooperation 
lacks precise objectives beyond the general ones set in the BP, let alone the resources to meet 
them. Fourth, there is no coordination between regional cooperation initiatives and bilateral 
cooperation programmes, the two pursuing different tracks. Fifth, with the creation of the Ufm 
in 2008, specifically designed to promote regional cooperation, the eNPi’s regional coopera-
tion seems to be a doubloon, preventing resources from being invested in ambitious regional 
development programmes. Against this backdrop, rationalisation of initiatives, objectives and 
means of regional cooperation seem necessary. in line with respondents’ perceived need to 
reinforce regional cooperation through ambitious development projects, resources under the 
eNPi’s regional envelope for the Southern Neighbourhood could be channelled to the Ufm. the 
institution would then become the main actor responsible for fostering regional cooperation.   

2.2.2 Scenarios for the future of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership
to draw a picture of the likely future of the euro-mediterranean Partnership in light of the 
current economic crisis, respondents were asked to assign probabilities of 1 to 10 to three 
positive and three negative scenarios concerning the long-term impact of the crisis on euro-
mediterranean relations. the following three scenarios of a negative long-term impact of the 
crisis on the euro-mediterranean Partnership were submitted to assess their likelihood:16

  the crisis would permanently reduce the eU’s ability to mobilise resources for Smcs; 
  the crisis would exacerbate social tensions inside the eU thus shifting its willingness 
to cooperate with Smcs; 
  the crisis would urge the eU to resolve its economic problems without integrating 
Smcs in its strategies.

14. tempus iV is funded by the eNPi and encompasses countries from the eastern and Southern Neighbourhood. the total pro-
gramme has been allocated €124 million. Assuming an equal funding per country, commitments to Smcs under tempus iV have 
amounted to €74.4 million. Source: european commission eNPi regional info Notes, 2008.
15. For 2007-2010, initiatives include but are not limited to: euromed Justice ii (€5 million), euromed Police ii (€5 million, govern-
ance), medenec ii (€5 million energy and environment), euromed transport (€9.7 million). Source: ibid.  
16. See annex c.1  for results on the positive and negative impacts of the crisis on euro-mediterranean relations.
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Graph 3: Degree of probability of the following scenarios about the impact of the global economic crisis on 
the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership 
(average on a scale of 0-10, where 0 stands for no importance, and 10 for very high importance)

Source: compiled by the iemed based on the results of the 2nd euromed Survey

on average, the three scenarios were given high probabilities, with a majority of respond-
ents assigning more than 5 to each of them. however, among these three scenarios, the one 
arguing that the exacerbation of social tensions within the eU would translate into higher 
reluctance to cooperate with Smcs is perceived as the most likely prospect. Sadly enough, 
the recent language used by some european politicians towards the arrival of illegal migrants 
fleeing Libya and tunisia is illustrative of an unwillingness to cooperate with Smcs. in addition, 
the unilateral decision by France to restore border checks with italy is illustrative of this. the 
French move is a de facto message sent to North African populations signalling the unwilling-
ness to show solidarity with countries and peoples undergoing democratic reforms or even 
wars (carrera et al, 2011). 

the second scenario perceived as most likely is the one under which the eU would no longer 
be able to mobilise resources for Smcs due to its own economic and financial problems. 
Data already show that for the period 2007-2010 the Southern Neighbourhood has received 
significantly lower commitments than the eastern on a per capita basis, reflecting an increased 
weight of eastern countries in the programming of eU foreign policy. moreover, the exacer-
bated tensions over Greece’s, ireland’s and Portugal’s public finances are likely to shift away 
funds from oDA to Smcs. hence, according to the euromed Survey’s respondents, the actual 
patterns of allocations will remain stable, with additional resources being committed to resolve 
the eU’s own financial problems. 
 
As regards a positive long-term impact of the crisis on the euro-mediterranean Partnership, the 
three following scenarios were submitted for respondents’ evaluation:

  the crisis will highlight the need for more cooperation and joint strategies across the 
mediterranean;
  the crisis will reduce eU companies’ market shares, urging them to reduce costs and 
look for new markets in Smcs;
  the crisis will reinforce the need for the eU to integrate its near neighbourhood includ-
ing the mediterranean.

A negative long-term impact, as it will permanently 
reduce the ability of the eU to mobilise and make avail-
able resources for euro-mediterranean cooperation

A negative long-term impact, as it will intensify the social 
tensions in europe and hence the resistance to coopera-
tion with Southern mediterranean countries

A negative long-term impact, as it will highlight the focus 
of the eU to resolve its own economic problems without 
integrating the mPcs in its economic strategies
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Graph 4: Degree of probability of the following scenarios about the impact of the global economic crisis on 
the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership 
(average on a scale of 0-10, where 0 stands for no importance, and 10 for very high importance)

Source: compiled by the iemed based on the results of the 2nd euromed Survey

All three scenarios were assigned lower probabilities than the previous ones. most experts on 
euro-mediterranean relations do not see an increase in cooperation and the development of joint 
strategies as a likely outcome of the crisis. 

Notwithstanding the widespread perception of receding euro-mediterranean relations, the 
scenario in which eU companies expand to Smcs in order to regain the market shares they 
have lost in europe is perceived as the most likely one among the three optimistic prospects. 
in such a case, euro-mediterranean cooperation would very likely shift from today’s paradigm 
of cooperation to an economy-driven structuring of relations. 

the scenario consisting of integrating the neighbourhood in the eU economic area is also 
given higher probabilities. Probabilities are also higher for a scenario consisting of the integra-
tion of the eU Neighbourhood in its economic area. the previous scenario would translate 
into a reinforcement of bilateral and multilateral agreements in the fields of trade in goods and 
services, investment protection, competition, and intellectual property rights, while the second 
would imply the extension of the eU customs union and expand the common market. consist-
ently with these two trends, the process of regional integration and the long pursued objective 
of creating a euro-mediterranean free trade area are assigned high values by respondents.17 

Should one of these two positive scenarios materialise, the eU and the Southern mediterrane-
an would become two regional players structuring their relations along economic frameworks 
while holding different political positions on the international stage (Sessa, 2011). 

A positive long-term impact, as 
it will highlight the need for more 
euro-mediterranean cooperation 
and for joint strategies across the 
mediterranean

A positive long-term impact, as eU 
companies will face market contraction in 
europe and the need to reduce costs by 
investing and looking for new markets in 
mediterranean Partner countries

A positive long-term impact, as it 
will reinforce the need for the eU to 
integrate its near neighbourhood, 
including the mediterranean, into its 
economic area

 5.74

 5.34

 5.93
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17. See annex c.2  for Survey results on the perceptions of the value of the euro-mediterranean area and of the process of regional 
integration.
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Graph 5: Grading the added value of regional economic integration in the Mediterranean (in particular through 
the creation of the Euro-Mediterranean Free Trade Area) in relation to the general process of globalisation and 
global trade liberalisation 
(average on a scale of 0-10, where 0 stands for no added value, and 10 for very high added value).

Source: compiled by the iemed based on the results of the 2nd euromed Survey

the prospective exercise undertaken by the euromed Survey 2010 also shows two distinct and 
very interesting features to gauge the future of euro-mediterranean relations. eU-based respond-
ents are consistently less optimistic about the future of the partnership than their Southern counter-
parts. the high likelihoods assigned to negative prospects for the euro-mediterranean Partnership 
and the surrounding pessimism of eU respondents suggest there is a sort of “neighbourhood 
fatigue” in the eU due to increased difficulties and uncertainties surrounding europe’s own future. 
on the other hand, Smc respondents’ optimism conjectures the existence of an “eU appetite”. 

this “neighbourhood fatigue” with europe relatively less interested in its Southern Partners 
could very well translate into a situation in which other economic and geopolitical actors take 
over its influence in the region. Similarly, as with the prospects perceived for the future of 
euro-mediterranean relations, respondents were asked to assign probabilities to the likelihood 
of such an event while distinguishing between the maghreb (Algeria, Libya, morocco, tunisia) 
and mashreq (egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine, Syria) countries.18 

Graph 6: Assessment of the probability that the external economic actors, such as the United States, 
China, the Gulf countries or others, will gradually displace the prominent economic role of the EU in the 
Mediterranean 
(average on a scale of 0-10, where 0 stands for low probability, and 10 for very high probability) 

Source: compiled by the iemed based on the results of the 2nd euromed Survey
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18.  See annex c.3 for Survey results on the likelihood of other external actors taking over eU influence in the region.
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Answers show clearly different patterns for the two sets of countries. As far as the maghreb 
countries are concerned, the eU is perceived as likely to remain the main external actor with 
respondents assigning moderate likelihoods (between 4 and 6) to a loss of eU influence in 
the sub-region. For mashreq countries, the exact opposite holds with the likelihood of other 
actors taking over eU influence in the region perceived as very high (between 7 and 9). Both 
patterns of responses are consistent with empirical evidence on the increasing role of chinese 
investments in oil rich Algeria and Libya as well as with the patterns of Arab oDA to mashreq 
countries. china is increasingly present in Algeria, investing in the oil and infrastructure sec-
tors to the point that the gains stemming from increased Sino-Algerian ties are put forward by 
Algerian officials to obtain more favourable terms with the eU on trade grounds.19 the proposal 
to Jordan and morocco to join the Gulf cooperation council20 is also symptomatic of the in-
creased presence of geopolitical and economic actors in the region. Should the negotiations 
succeed and both countries become part of the grouping, increases in trade, investment and 
development assistance flows are likely to increase, hence loosening eU influence in the re-
gion. Broadly speaking, in the coming years, the eU will very likely have to cooperate with Gulf 
countries in its Southern Neighbourhood: Libya’s popular uprising aimed at toppling muammar 
Gaddafi is strongly supported by Qatar which markets oil on behalf of rebel forces in addition 
to lending military aircrafts to support the NAto led coalition, as do the United Arab emirates; 
and Kuwait emerges as an important donor of humanitarian aid to the country. 

III. Conclusion 

Starting from the 1970s, the Southern mediterranean has been targeted by different policies 
with growing commitments for development assistance simultaneous to an expansion and 
deepening of cooperation with the eU. reflecting the diversity of political regimes south of 
its shores, eU development assistance has been concentrated in a few countries while the 
sector-wise distribution of commitments picture it as a donor governed by both altruist and 
commercial concerns, with an increasing interest in governance-related aid. however, as il-
lustrated by the popular uprisings triggered by repressive political regimes and poor socio-
economic conditions, despite increasing amounts committed for development assistance, little 
has been achieved. 

today, the combined uncertainties arising from 2011’s revolutions and the eU’s unprecedent-
ed economic crisis question the actual frameworks governing euro-mediterranean relations as 
well as the objectives and resources devoted to meeting them. As the resolution of eU internal 
problems and ultimately the safeguarding of the eurozone will shift away increased resources 
from Southern mediterranean countries, a rationalisation of funding instruments and a reinvig-
oration of the Ufm are necessary to support the development of the Southern mediterranean. 

rethinking the euro-mediterranean policies seems more necessary than ever against the back-
drop of a growing presence of other geopolitical actors in the region. indeed, as the latter 
acquire more influence in the region, a scenario under which euro-mediterranean relations are 
confined to a set of common interests as well as policies in well-defined areas and different 
positions in others is increasingly likely. Yet to maximise the benefits of such a scenario, impor-
tant changes need to be implemented. 

19. At the 10th eU/Algeria inter-Parliamentary meeting held on the 6th and 7th october 2010, Algerian deputies explicitly said 
that the increased trade and investment relations with china in particular and Asian actors in general are resulting in the eU losing 
ground in the country. their remark was in a context where the AA is being renegotiated on Algeria’s request. the country pushes 
for a review of the tariff dismantlement schedule, safeguards for its industry and calls for more eU based FDi.
20. “Gcc urges Yemenis to sign pact, welcomes Jordan, morocco requests to join bloc”, http://english.alarabiya.net/arti-
cles/2011/05/11/148639.html. Last accessed: 12th may 2011. the Gcc is a loose economic and political grouping constituted by 
Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, United Arab emirates, oman and Qatar.
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